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Patrick has a pair of eyes that are as blue as the deep sea, and there is a small mole at the end of the eye,

and at this moment, because of the long illness, the already fair complexion is not much blood, but still let

Aimee think that this man, is the most beautiful and amazing man in the world.

She couldn’t help but look away.

Perhaps sensing the unfamiliar gaze, Patrick’s eyes twitched and met Aimee’s with precision.

All of a sudden, the original ripple-free pupils surged with a touch of anger, mixed with the disappointment

predetermined speechless.

Patrick moved his eyes away and looked at THE OLD HAYDEN and said, “Grandpa, just give up, how many

doctors have already sentenced me to death, stop clinging.”

The old Hayden heard him say this, originally happy to see his granddaughter-in-law’s energy, this moment

was beaten to pieces.

He patiently persuaded: “Pat, grandpa please, don’t say such words, as long as there is a little hope, grandpa

will not give up, you don’t give up on yourself, OK?”

Patrick averted his eyes, not wanting to see the worried and helpless eyes of the old man.

Since his accident, I have seen my grandfather look ten years older again.

These six months, day and night for him to run around, heavily seeking medical treatment, even the black

market, Dark Web on the information, he did not let go.

Patrick has seen it all.

But the more this happens, the less hope he has for a cure. If he were not unable to move himself, he would

really want to end himself, so that this old man, who is already too old, can go and live his old age in peace

and stop worrying about him.

The old Hayden saw that Patrick had closed himself off again, so he knew what he was thinking.

He quickly gathered his emotions and said to Patrick, “Pat, don’t think too much, I’m not bringing a doctor

here to see you this time.”

At that, Patrick now moves his eyes back.

He looked to the old Hayden with suspicious eyes, now, could there be anything that would make the old

Hayden happier than to get him a doctor?

the old Hayden introduced: “Pat, this is Aimee, the Reed family’s third girl, grandpa made the decision to give

you a marriage, from now on, she is your wife.”

The tone fell, I saw Patrick’s face floating a touch of mockery, the anger under the eyes even more.

He didn’t look at Aimee , but said in a cold voice, “Grandpa, I don’t need it.”

He is already such a ruined man, what qualifications does he have to have a wife.

“Pat, grandpa just want to find someone to take care of you, the head of the family are a group of men, take

care of you is not detailed enough, you will feel sorry for grandpa, okay?” the old Hayden said.

His tone was extraordinarily humble, and Aimee couldn’t help but feel her heart sink as she listened.

Mason will also have such a loving look, only that the object is never her.

Aimee would love to say something to Patrick, like, she’s actually a doctor and she can take care of him

professionally, as long as he agrees to the old Hayden’s arrangement.

Although, it’s just that she couldn’t see the old Hayden so sad.

But she could see that Patrick had a fierce resistance to doctors, and the old Hayden, when introducing her,

did not introduce what she did, so intent, she could understand.

After some thought, Aimee said, “Master Patrick, you don’t have to think of me as your wife, just think of me

as the Hayden family’s new maid, as long as you don’t get mad at me when you see me.”

Aimee still has to fight for herself, she is full of desire to explore the various sophisticated instruments in this

room, which makes her have to talk to Patrick in advance, otherwise, in the future she often come to this

room wandering around, the instruments did not study on, by this man angry scolding is very likely.

She doesn’t want to spend a lot of her energy on these things.

Patrick looked Aimee up and down for a while, and was tempted to be sarcastic. The Reed family could not

continue their business, or they were about to go bankrupt, and they actually wanted the Reed family’s

delicate young lady to marry him, an invalid, and now, in order to stay, they were willing to become the

Hayden family’s subordinates.

However, when he saw Aimee’s clear eyes, he only pursed his lips and did not make a sound.

When the old Hayden saw this, he took it as a yes from Patrick.

He inclined his head gratefully glanced at Aimee , the more he felt, gave the girl aggravation.

Right now, he was afraid Patrick would back out and immediately said, “Then it’s decided, Pat, I’ll let Aimee

stay in later.”

Patrick did not make a sound, which is the best response.

From Patrick’s room, until back in the front yard, the old Hayden said: “Aimee ah, thank you, you are willing

to take care of Pat, willing to marry him, grandpa really very pleased.”

Aimee grunted, a flash of guilt welling up in her heart.

She couldn’t tell the old man what she was willing for.

the old Hayden said to himself, “Don’t worry, in the future, you are Hayden, with grandpa in, no one can bully

you, and when Pat gets better, he will protect you.”

Aimee nodded her head and said gratefully, “Thank you, Grandpa.”

This feeling of being taken under the wing and treated like family is so good.

She had some craving for such warmth.
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